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Abstract. This paper outlines ﬁrst the BET method for task-based
evaluation of meeting browsers. ‘Observations of interest’ in meetings
are empirically determined by neutral observers and then processed and
ordered by evaluators. The evaluation of the TQB annotation-driven
meeting browser using the BET is then described. A series of subjects
attempted to answer as many meeting-related questions as possible in a
ﬁxed amount of time, and their performance was measured in terms of
precision and speed. The results indicate that the TQB interface is easy
to understand with little prior learning and that its annotation-based
search functionality is highly relevant, in particular keyword search over
the meeting transcript. Two knowledge-poorer browsers appear to oﬀer
lower precision but higher speed. The BET task-based evaluation method
thus appears to be a coherent measure of browser quality.
Keywords: Multimedia meeting browsers, task-based evaluation, humancomputer interaction, human factors.

1

Introduction

As more and more meetings are being recorded and stored, the demand for applications which access this data to ﬁnd relevant information increases as well. The
goal of this paper is to outline the BET evaluation method for meeting search
and browsing interfaces, and to argue that this method captures signiﬁcant aspects of meeting browser quality, based on the analysis of ﬁrst-time usage of
several meeting browsers. The BET evaluation of the TQB interface aims ﬁrst
at ﬁnding the most useful features of the meeting browser, i.e. the ones that
appear to be used in correlation with the highest BET scores. In addition, the
experiment aims also at comparing these with those obtained for other browsers,
and to assess the validity of the BET method itself.
A. Popescu-Belis, S. Renals, and H. Bourlard (Eds.): MLMI 2007, LNCS 4892, pp. 108–119, 2007.
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The BET will be brieﬂy explained and discussed in Section 2, followed by
a comparison with other approaches in Section 3. The features of the TQB
annotation-based meeting browser will be described in Section 4. The details of
the main evaluation experiment reported here appear in Section 5, while results
are discussed in Section 6. These results are compared to a similar experiment
with two knowledge-poorer browsers in Section 7. Perspectives for further analyses appear in Section 8.

2
2.1

The Browser Evaluation Test (BET)
Designing a BET Evaluation

The BET is an extensive framework containing guidelines and tools that allow evaluators to construct a browser-independent evaluation task, and then to
test the performances of a given browser on that task [1]. Each evaluation task
is meeting-speciﬁc and consists of a set of observations of interest determined
by a pool of observers who have watched closely the meeting recording, and
have noted the most salient facts and events that occurred in the meeting (observers are not meeting participants). The observations are sampled, and possibly
edited, to produce a ﬁnal list for each meeting. The actual testing of a browser
requires subjects to answer as many binary-choice test questions as possible in
a ﬁxed amount of time, by using the meeting browser to access the meeting.
The binary-choice test questions are pairs of true/false statements constructed
by the observers from their observations of interest, as explained below.
Using the BET requires therefore a one-time investment in collecting and
possibly annotating the corpora, collecting and preparing the observations, and
possibly running benchmark tests with baseline browsers such as media players.
Subsequent browser tests take advantage of this one-time eﬀort to run tests
and to produce comparable scores. While the details of the testing protocol can
vary according to the evaluators’ goals, we believe that the list of observations
will remain a valuable resource associated to these meetings, which should be
extended to other meetings in the future.
From the very ﬁrst BET experiments [1], two important parameters characterized the subjects’ performance. The ﬁrst one is precision (or accuracy), i.e.
the proportion of correctly answered questions among all true/false statements
that were seen, a number between 0 and 1. The second one, called speed, is the
average number of questions that were processed per minute. These scores parallel somewhat the precision and recall scores used in information retrieval. None
of them is suﬃcient alone to capture the overall quality of a meeting browser,
as trivial strategies can maximize them independently, but not jointly. However,
while it is certainly possible to compute the average of precision and speed, a
more nuanced integrative score, which factors out the diﬀerent strategies of the
subjects (maximizing either precision or speed), must yet be found.
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Collecting the Observations

BET questions are derived from observations of interest produced by a set of
observers using dedicated interfaces. Observers can see the full recordings of
every media source—audio, video and slides—for each meeting they work on.
There is no time limit, but observers are asked to produce a minimal amount of
observations, for instance 50 observations for a 50-minute meeting.
Each observer is instructed to produce observations about facts or events that
the meeting participants appeared to consider interesting. The instruction is kept
generic on purpose, in order not to inﬂuence observers towards a particular type
of observation. Such a deﬁnition is compatible with many types of observations,
even though it is possible to argue that some facts which do not seem important to participants could be important to an external observer, depending on
their interest, which is a relative notion. We argue however that by selecting
various subsets from the lists of observations produced using the BET, one can
accommodate a wide range of evaluation objectives.
Observers create ﬁrst a list of observations, which are automatically timestamped by the BET observer interface with the media time. Observers are also
asked to estimate the “locality” of each observation, i.e. whether it applies around
the current media time or throughout the meeting. Observations should also be
diﬃcult to guess without access to the recording, and must be stated in a simple
and concise manner. After they have completed their list, observers are asked to
rate the importance of observations (on a ﬁve-point scale) and to create a false
version of each of them. The result for each observation is a complementary pair
of statements, one true and one false, both of which will be later presented to
subjects during testing.
2.3

Validation, Editing, Grouping and Ordering

Once collected, observation pairs (a true and a false statement) are discussed
by the BET experimenters and by browser designers. At this stage, some of the
observations can be rejected for a number of reasons, which are carefully explicited to ensure that they are browser-neutral, and do not select observations
that are better suited to a particular kind of browsing technique. These reasons
are: (1) statements that are true at one moment but false at another moment of
the meeting; (2) statements that are considered incomprehensible to native English speakers because of serious grammatical or typographical errors, or unclear
formulation; (3) statements that are too easily guessable; (4) true and false statements that aren’t parallel enough, or are not mutually exclusive; (5) statements
based on “censored” material, i.e. on segments which participants had asked to
be left out of the recording. Rejection of observations requires consensus among
diﬀerent experimenters, working on potentially very diﬀerent browser designs.
In addition to rejection, only very limited editing of statements is also allowed
(for any of the above reasons) in order to avoid rejecting too many observations.
In many cases, diﬀerent observers make similar observations—a proof of
inter-observer agreement which is exempliﬁed below (Section 2.4). Therefore,
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observations must be manually grouped by the experimenters, so that subjects
are tested using a single representative from the group, in order to avoid redundancy. The representative observation of the group is manually selected by the
experimenters based on the following criteria, which (again) avoid favouring one
type of browser over another. The selected pair of true/false statements must
(1) meet the validity criteria stated above; (2) be concise and crisply expressed;
(3) express, if possible, only one factual point; (4) share the same keywords as
the whole group; and (5) be diﬃcult to guess.
The edited representative observations are ﬁnally ordered, ﬁrst by size of
group, because this represents the number of times the observation was made
by independent observers, then (for groups of equal size) by median importance
adjusted per observer, then by mean adjusted importance, and ﬁnally by media
time. The ordering can be changed to suit the evaluators’ goals, though in some
cases the answer to one question could reveal the answer to following ones.
2.4

Resulting Test Material

Three meetings from the AMI Corpus [2] were selected for the observation collection procedure: IB4010, IS1008c, and ISSCO-Meeting 024. The meetings are
in English, and involve four participants, native or non-native English speakers. In the ﬁrst meeting, the managers of a movie club select the next movie
to show; in the second one, a team discusses the design of a remote control; in
the third one, a team discusses project management issues. Although the ﬁrst
two meetings are in reality enacted by researchers or students, the movie club
meeting (IB4010) appears to be more natural than the remote control meeting
(IS1008c), probably due to the familiarity of the participants with the topic.
For each of these three meetings, BET observations were collected, edited and
ordered, this resource being now publicly available at http://mmm.idiap.ch. In
the evaluations below, the order based on importance was kept constant.
For these meetings, respectively 222, 133 and 217 raw observations were collected, from respectively 9, 6 and 6 observers, resulting in respectively 129, 58
and 158 ﬁnal pairs of true/false observations. As initial observations are grouped
according to their similarity, as explained above, the average size of the groups
(1.72, 2.29 and 1.37 observations per group) provides a measure of inter-observer
agreement. While these values are not very high with respect to the number of
observers, it is more eloquent to consider only the agreement for the observations
that were answered by at least half of the subjects in the experiments on TQB
(i.e. 16 for IB4010 and 8 for IS1008c). As these were ranked by importance, the
average number of observers having made these observations was around 5 for
both meetings, i.e. 55% and 83% of the observers agreed upon them.
As an example, the ﬁrst two pairs of true/false observations for IB4010 were:
“The group decided to show The Big Lebowski” vs. “The group decided to show
Saving Private Ryan”, and “Date of next meeting conﬁrmed as May 3rd” vs
“Date of next meeting conﬁrmed as May 5th”. For the IS1008c meeting the ﬁrst
pair is: “According to the manufacturers, the casing has to be made out of wood”
vs. “According to the manufacturers, the casing has to be made out of rubber”.
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Comparison to Other Approaches

The evaluation of interactive software, especially of multi-modal dialogue systems, is still an open problem [3,4,5]. A possible approach in the case of meeting
browsers is based on the ISO/IEC standards for software evaluation, especially
for task-based evaluation or for evaluation in use [6,7]. The three main aspects of
quality that are evaluated in such approaches are often summarized as eﬀectiveness (the extent to which the system helps the user to successfully accomplish
a task), eﬃciency (the speed with which the task is accomplished) and usersatisfaction (measured using questionnaires). Depending on the nature of the
system that is evaluated, these three broad quality characteristics can be substantially particularized and/or extended [8]. A well-known approach to dialogue
system evaluation, PARADISE [9], predicts user satisfaction from task completion success and from a number of computable parameters related to dialogue
cost. However, depending on the speciﬁcity of the modules of a dialogue system,
each of them can also be evaluated separately using black-box methods [10].
The goal of the BET is to provide an evaluation framework that sets as few a
priori constraints as possible on the task of meeting browsing and on the functionalities of a meeting browser. The BET diﬀers from classic usability testing
as the details of the task are not predetermined by designers or evaluators. The
process of collecting observations determines only in an indirect manner what
the users of a meeting browser would primarily look for in a meeting (information type and content), and therefore the BET can be applied independently of
the speciﬁcations of a meeting browser. This approach tempers undue inﬂuence
of each observer’s own special interests, and avoids the introduction of experimenter bias regarding the relative importance of particular types of meeting
events, e.g. related to a particular modality that a given browser might focus
on. The precision and speed of the subjects using a speciﬁc browser to answer
questions based on BET observations respectively reﬂect the eﬀectiveness and
eﬃciency of the meeting browser, if the subjects’ abilities are factored out across
a large pool of subjects. Finally, in the setting described here, the BET measures
browser quality at ﬁrst-time usage, and not occasional or long-term usage, which
would require extensive training of the subjects.

4

The Transcript-Based Query and Browsing Interface

In the study reported here, the TQB interface [11] was submitted to the BET via
a web browser. TQB was designed to provide access to the transcript of meetings
and to their annotations, as well as to the meeting documents, as these languagerelated modalities are considered to be the main information vector for human
interaction in meetings. Along with the transcript, the following annotations
are stored in a database to which the TQB interface gives access: segmentation
of individual channels into utterances, labelling of utterances with dialogue act
tags (e.g. statement, question, command, or politeness mark), segmentation of
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the meeting into thematic episodes, labelling of episodes with salient keywords,
and document-speech alignment using explicit references to documents [2,12].
For the BET evaluation, manual transcripts and annotations from the AMI
Corpus are used, in order to focus the test on the quality of the interface and
not on the quality of automatic annotation.
TQB allows users to search, within a given meeting, for the particular utterances that satisfy a set of constraints on the transcript and the annotations
(Figure 1). TQB displays in one frame the annotation dimensions that are searchable for the selected meeting, with a menu of possible values for each of them,
except for the transcript, which can be searched as free text. The results of a
query, i.e. the utterances that match all the constraints, are displayed in another
frame. These utterances can be used as a starting point to browse the meeting,
by clicking on one of the retrieved utterances, which makes the transcript frame
scroll automatically to its position. The enriched transcript and the meeting
documents constitute the two principal frames occupying the center of the TQB
interface. Browsing through these frames is enhanced by the possibility to listen
to the recording of each utterance, and to display documents that are explicitly
referred to at a given point of the conversation [11].
To increase the informativeness of the BET evaluation, the users’ interactions
with TQB are closely monitored. The logging mechanism has two components:
the ﬁrst one logs all the queries to the database with their timestamps, while
the second one logs the actions performed by the user in the other frames. These
include the state and position of the audio player and of the scrollbars (sampled
every 30 seconds), and the user’s mouse clicks.

Fig. 1. View of the Transcript-based Query and Browsing Interface (TQB) with BET
true/false observations displayed in the upper-left corner
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BET Setup for TQB Evaluation

Two of the three meetings for which BET observations exist were used for the
evaluation of TQB, namely IB4010 and IS1008c. The evaluation proceeds as
follows. The subjects register with their email as a unique identiﬁer and state
their proﬁciency in English. The subjects then read the instructions for the
experiment on their computer screen, explaining ﬁrst the BET guidelines, and
then the principles of the TQB interface, using a snapshot and 4-5 paragraphs
of text. The subjects did not have the opportunity to work with TQB before
being tested on the ﬁrst meeting, so this was their very ﬁrst occasion to explore
the functions of TQB.
The BET master interface displays one by one the pairs of true/false statements corresponding to observations, following the order described above. Using
TQB to browse the meeting, each subject must determine the true statement
and (implicitly) the false one. When the choice is validated, the BET interface
automatically displays the following pair of statements, and so on until the time
allowed for the meeting is over. After a short break, the subject proceeds to the
second meeting. The duration allowed for each meeting was half the duration of
the meeting: 24’40” for IB4010, and 12’53” for IS1008c; the timing was managed
by the BET master interface.
TQB was tested with 28 subjects, students at the University of Geneva, mainly
from the School of Translation and Interpreting. Results from 4 other students
were discarded for not completing the two meetings. The average proﬁciency
on a 4-point scale (from ‘beginner’ to ‘native’) was 2.6, median value being
3 (‘advanced’). Half of the subjects started with IB4010 and continued with
IS1008c, and the other half did the reverse order, thus allowing for diﬀerentiated
results depending on whether a meeting was seen ﬁrst or second within the trial.
Performance was measured using precision and speed, as deﬁned above.

6
6.1

BET Results for TQB
Overall Scores and Variations

The overall precision, averaged for 28 subjects on two meetings, is 0.84 with
a ±0.05 conﬁdence interval at 95% level (conﬁdence intervals will be regularly
used below). The overall average speed is 0.63±0.09 questions per minute. These
values do not vary signiﬁcantly (less that 1%) when they are computed for the
two subgroups of 14 subjects who saw the meetings in a diﬀerent order (IB/IS
or IS/IB): only the conﬁdence intervals increase, by 20 to 50%.
The average speed and precision vary more markedly across the two meetings,
though however these diﬀerences are not signiﬁcant at the 95% conﬁdence level:
speed and precision are 0.67 ± 0.10 and respectively 0.85 ± 0.05 for IB4010, both
higher than the respective values for IS1008c, 0.57 ± 0.13 and 0.79 ± 0.10. If the
statistical signiﬁcance was higher, one could conclude that IB4010 is easier than
IS1008c from the BET perspective.
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Fig. 2. IS1008c: scores of each subject and average score with 95% conﬁdence intervals
when the meeting is seen ﬁrst (diamonds 3) and when it is seen second (squares 2).
Speed appears to be signiﬁcantly higher in the second case, but not precision.

The performance of each group (IB/IS vs. IS/IB) on the IS1008c meeting is
shown in Figure 2: diamonds (3) correspond to subjects seeing IS1008c as their
ﬁrst meeting, while squares (2) represent subjects seeing IS1008c as their second
meeting, after training on IB4010. The average values of precision and speed are
higher when the meeting is seen second, certainly because subjects were able to
get training with the TQB interface. The 95% conﬁdence intervals are however
strictly disjoint only for speed (0.38 ± 0.12 vs. 0.77 ± 0.17 questions per minute)
but not for precision (0.75 ± 0.17 vs. 0.84 ± 0.09). Similarly, for IB4010, speed
is signiﬁcantly higher (exactly with 94% conﬁdence) when the meeting is seen
second than when it is seen ﬁrst, while precision increases less signiﬁcantly.
These results point to an important property of the TQB interface that is
highlighted by the BET evaluation, namely its learnability. A single previous
trial appears to be suﬃcient to improve scores, indicating that TQB is an easily
learnable interface. These results seem to hold independently of the individual
performances of the subjects (which might maximize either precision or speed),
but an assessment using more meetings would enable us to extend the study of
the learning curve beyond the ﬁrst two ones.
6.2

Use of TQB Features by BET Subjects

The analysis of TQB features used during the experiments shows that queries
to the transcript and annotation database are quite extensively used to browse
meetings. Subjects submit on average 2.50 ± 0.54 queries for each BET question,
with no signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the two groups (IB/IS: 2.40 ± 0.92 vs.
IS/IB: 2.59 ± 0.57). There is however a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the two
meetings: the remote control one elicits twice as many queries per BET question
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as the movie club one (IS1008c: 4.16 ± 1.53 vs. IB4010: 2.12 ± 0.44), a fact that
could be related to the diﬀerences in meeting diﬃculty alluded to above.
When subjects use TQB queries, they click on average in 35% of the cases on
one or more utterances returned by the query, to visualize them in context within
the transcript window—this ﬁgure provides thus a measure of the relevance of
query results. Again, while the average is basically the same for the two groups,
there is a diﬀerence between meetings: 39% for IB4010 vs. 27% for IS1008c.
So, although more queries per BET question are used for IS1008c, clicking on
the results is less frequent for this meeting, both facts being consistent with a
higher perceived diﬃculty. Viewing the utterances within the meeting transcript
appears to be suﬃcient to answer BET questions, as listening to the related
audio is very infrequent, only about twice per meeting.
Another measure of the importance of TQB queries is the increasing correlation, from the ﬁrst to the second meeting of a trial, of the number of queries
and the precision of the answers. Pearson correlation (across subjects) between
the precision scores and the average number of queries launched for each BET
question is 0.49 overall (IS/IB group: 0.70 and IB/IS group: 0.37). For each
meeting, the correlation increases after learning: for IB4010 it goes from 0.33 to
0.76, and for IS1008c from −0.39 to 0.28. Quite naturally, speed is however negatively correlated with the number of queries per BET question, overall at −0.32.
Put simply, these ﬁgures show that using queries helps subjects to increase their
precision, while at the same time slowing them down slightly.
Statistics over all the 550 queries produced by the 28 subjects indicate that
most of the queries are keyword related: 43% look only for a speciﬁed word (or
character string), while an additional 31% look for a speciﬁc word uttered by a
particular speaker, and 7% for a word within a given topic episode. Some other
constraints or combinations of constraints are used in 1–3% of the queries each:
word(s) + dialogue-act, word(s) + person + dialogue-act, topic, person, word(s)
+ topic + person, etc. The fact that subjects use the query functionality mainly
to do keyword search over the transcripts probably reﬂects the inﬂuence of popular Web search engines, and suggests that annotations other than transcript
could better be used for automated meeting processing (e.g. for summarization)
rather than directly for search by human users.
6.3

Question-Speciﬁc Scores

Moving further into the analysis of subjects’ answers, it is possible to compute
the above statistics separately for the correct answers, and for the wrong ones,
and to compare the results. For instance, the average number of queries per BET
question, computed only for the questions to which a subject answered correctly,
is 2.41 ± 0.58, while the same average over the wrong answers is 2.01 ± 0.53. The
diﬀerence is more visible for the more diﬃcult meeting, IS1008c (3.38 ± 1.10
queries per correct answer vs. 2.37 ± 1.43 for wrong answers) than for IB4010
(2.09 ± 0.47 vs. 1.88 ± 0.74).
The detailed analysis of scores indicates that these vary considerably with
each question. As the order of the questions was kept constant, there are less
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and less available answers per question as one moves forward through the list. For
instance, all 28 subjects answered the ﬁrst eight questions for IB4010, but only
the very ﬁrst question for IS1008c was answered by all subjects. When IS1008c
was seen ﬁrst, two subjects spent all their time on the ﬁrst question only, and
only 8 subjects (out of 14) managed to answer the ﬁrst ﬁve questions; when
IS1008c was seen second, 13 subjects managed to answer the ﬁrst ﬁve questions.
As an example, average values for precision and speed are shown in Figure 3 for
the ﬁrst six questions of IS1008c: while scores generally increase after learning,
there is considerable variation across questions, e.g. improvement of precision
is not the same for all questions, while speed sometimes even degrades in the
second round (for the 4th and 6th questions).
These results indicate that performances should be analyzed separately for
each question, as their nature requires diﬀerent competencies and browser functionalities. To take an example, it appears that the most clicked utterance among
all those retrieved through TQB queries is the following one, from IB4010: “Uh
Goodfellas, I didn’t see it”. This utterance was clicked 18 times, out of which 16
were in relation to the ﬁfth BET question for IB4010: “No one had seen Goodfellas” vs. “Everyone had seen Goodfellas”. Quite obviously, in this case, ﬁnding
this utterance provides implicitly the answer to the BET question through an
immediate inference, as the second statement cannot be true.
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Fig. 3. IS1008c: precision and speed for the ﬁrst six BET questions, when the meeting is
seen ﬁrst (diamonds 3) and when it is seen second (squares 2). Performances generally
increase in the second case, but there is considerable variation across questions.

7

BET Results for Other Browsers

In another series of experiments [13], conducted by the IDIAP Research Institute
and the University of Sheﬃeld, four meeting browsers or “conditions” were tested
with the BET, in a slightly diﬀerent setting than the one described above. Usable
data was obtained from 39 subjects: each subject performed a calibration task
(answering questions using a very simple browser), and one of the following
browsers: base (15 subjects), speedup (12 subjects), and overlap (12 subjects).
Unlike TQB, none of these meeting browsers relied on manual annotation of the
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data or on human transcripts. The ISSCO-Meeting 024 was used for calibration,
and the other two meetings (IB4010 and IS1008c) were used alternatively in the
diﬀerent conditions.
The calibration condition presented a large slide view, 5 video views, the
audio, a timeline, and slide thumbnails. The base condition played audio and
included a timeline, scrollable speaker segmentations, a scrollable slide tray,
and headshots with no live video. The speedup condition was exactly like the
base condition except that it allowed accelerated playback with a user-controlled
speed between 1.5 and 3 times normal speed. The overlap condition duplicated
the speedup condition by oﬀering simultaneously the ﬁrst half of meeting on the
left audio channel of the subject’s headphone, and the second half of the meeting
on the right channel, requiring the subjects to focus on one channel at the time.
Raw performance scores for both meetings were as follows for the three conditions (see [13, Section 3] for more details). For the base condition, average
precision and speed were respectively 0.77 and 1.2 questions per minute; for
the speedup condition, 0.83 and 0.9 questions per minute; and for the overlap
condition, 0.74 and 1.0 questions per minute. The average precision is generally
below the values obtained by TQB (0.84 ± 0.05 for TQB), while speed is always
higher (0.63 ± 0.09 for TQB). These results are quite surprising, as TQB provides access to the transcript, which should considerably improve its information
extraction capabilities. In addition, although TQB subjects were not native English speakers unlike those of the other two browsers, data from TQB shows that
proﬁciency is in fact better correlated with precision (at 0.65 level) and much
less with speed, therefore the proﬁciency factor might not explain the diﬀerence
in precision. Other factors must thus be found, by analyzing experimental logs,
to account for these diﬀerences.

8

Perspectives

The results of the Browser Evaluation Test method presented here show that the
BET captures a number of properties related to browser quality, which match
our a priori intuitions and therefore contribute to validate the BET evaluation
method itself. These results must be further conﬁrmed through future analyses,
in particular question-speciﬁc ones, and possibly through experiments with more
browsers and subjects. Future analyses could better model, for instance, the
notion of ‘strategy’, i.e. a subject’s bias towards maximizing either precision or
speed, in order to construct a more global performance score, as an “average”
of precision and speed.
The BET method oﬀers a generic, task-based solution to the problem of evaluating very diﬀerent meeting browsers, as it sets few constraints on their functionalities. The set of BET observations created for three meetings will constitute
a valuable resource for future evaluations, along with the scores obtained in the
experiments presented here, which will provide an initial baseline to which future
interfaces can be compared.
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